
Subject Prospecting log book entry
From Rebecca Lawson <beckalawson@gmail.com>
To Mark Shinwell <mshinwell@gmail.com>, Tom Crossley <tcac2@cam.ac.uk>
Date 2018-07-13 10:56

Here are my notes from our day beyond Fisch Gesicht. 

Once we have a logbook and a printer at base camp we're collectively responsible for printing this out and stapling it
into the logbook :-)

Mark, I could do with some hand-holding about where to put the photos before they are all forgotten, ta.

11 July 2018
Becka Lawson, Mark Shinwell, Tom Crossley
Prospec�ng past Fisch Gesicht, beyond the ski pole line

A�er the first spit had been set we realised that we'd forgo�en the bolts, doh, so the tags for these caves
have been hammered into cracks and only cucc-2018-ms01 has a hole drilled.

cucc-2018-ms01
Becka's phone GPS 33+ 410730 5274320 Alt 1698m Accuracy 4m
Descrip�on: Rubble slope with snow plug down to a jammed boulder. Wriggle down next to it to a 45°
ramp down. This levels off to a �ght squeeze down to a small chamber. Around 30m long with no dra�.
Sketch: see notes and photo on Becka's phone at 09:30 on 13/7/18
Notes: tag hammered into crack near to placed spit
Photo: Becka's phone at 14:00

cucc-2018-ms02 Blitz Baum Schacht (Lightening Tree Sha�)
Becka's phone GPS 33+ 410635 5283186 Alt 1724m Accuracy 4m (see also Mark's GPS)
Descrip�on: Around 30m NNE (say 020) from dis�nc�ve, large, dead tree struck by lightning. A 30m+ sha�,
rocks ra�le for several seconds. Hole ~5m long x 1m wide.
Notes: tag hammered into crack on flat area on long side
Photo: Becka's phone and Mark's phone at 14:56

cucc-2018-ms03 Zufall Hoehle (Coincidence Cave)
Becka's phone GPS 33+ 410376 5283124 Alt 1714m Accuracy 3m (see also Mark's GPS)
Descrip�on: Squeeze through boulders then drop down c2 and along a tall, narrow ri� for ~10m to head of
~7m pitch. Weak dra� out. This was re-found by Dickon and Jon later the same day and they said there
was also a phrea�c tube visible from the pitch head.
Notes: tag hammered into above entrance boulders
Photo: Becka's phone and Mark's phone at 16:10

cucc-2018-ms04
Marks's phone GPS 00409613 5282951 Alt 1680m Accuracy 3m
Descrip�on: 10m+ sha�, approx 2m long x 0.5m wide, in a line of similar sha�s
Notes: tag hammered into crack
Photo: Mark's phone at 17:00
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